
June 14th, 2022 

MQP Board of Education

Meeting Minutes Summary

In Attendance:

Ms. Smith

Beth Radefeld

Danielle Emert

Eric Field

Yvette Pelikan

Tricia Steffens

Denise Molen

Absent:

Fr. Craig

Brad Thomas 

Beth Ward

Steve Notestine

Rebecca O’Connell

Opening Prayer

Approval of May Minutes

Per Beth Radefeld, Brad Thomas will be finishing his term and rolling off of the board. Beth proposed 
Kelly Pimmel to the board to fill his spot. 

Vote for approval of Kelly Pimmel

Per Beth Radefeld, Danielle has agreed to do another term as president of the board for the upcoming 
year. Previous experience as president will be helpful as we do the school improvement plan. 

Approval of Danielle as president



Revised Assignment Policy proposed and voted on.

Approval of Assignment Policy

Principal Update:

All 37 Promethean Boards have been moved from the lobby to the classrooms. 

Some classrooms are moving rooms and a couple of teachers are moving classes. 

Enrollment is currently at 395 completed and in progress. 

Interviews for paras and teacher assistants are currently happening. Still looking for a music teacher and 
a language arts teacher.

Next year there will be no smart watches allowed during school for 4th graders and older. Students can 
turn them in at school like they do with their phones until the end of the day. 

New maintenance company, Gamel, has been at school for the past couple of weeks and has been doing 
a great job. Improvements have been noticed already. 

Questions asked about how Ms. Smith felt about the lockdown that occurred. Ms. Smith did state she 
had to reach out to the police department that day. Discussion had about how teachers handled the 
situation differently. Ms. Smith states there will be more training happening in August and there will be 
an active shooter refresher. Could there be an emergency kit available in each classroom for these 
situations? Could the phone blast system to notify parents could be brought back in these situations? 
Some parents had expressed concern that they did not receive the email communication until much 
later since they were working and not checking email. 

Closing Prayer 

Meeting Adjourned


